* T h e expression generalized w ave field is used to cover a n y field th e co m p o n en ts o f w hich sa tisfy th e generalized w av e eq u a tio n (8) in free space, a n d covers fields o f all in te g ra l spin. T h e expression m eson field, w hich h as been used in th e p rev io u s lite ra tu re , is in a cc u ra te, since th e m eson h av in g a spin of 0 or 1 u n it is b u t a p a rtic u la r case. T h e fields w ith y = 0 are in clu d ed in th e ab o v e as lim itin g cases, b u t w hen it is n ecessary to d istin g u ish th e se from th e m ore g eneral fields for w hich y =t 0, w e shall refer to th e m as specialized w av e fields.
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The investigation covers p o in t p articles possessing a charge, dipole a n d hig h er m u ltip o le m om ents in teractin g w ith fields of an y spin satisfying th e generalized w ave eq u a tio n (8). I t is shown th a t th e rad iatio n field defined as th e re ta rd e d m inus th e ad v an ced field an d all its derivatives is alw ays finite a t all poin ts including those on th e w orld line o f th e p o in t p a r ticles. The sym m etric field, defined as h a lf th e sum of th e re ta rd e d an d ad v an ced fields, is shown to contain a p a rt expressible as a n in teg ral along th e w orld line from m inus to plus infinity, w hich is continuous and finite everyw here. T his in tegral vanishes if % = 0. T he m odified sym m etric field is defined as th e sym m etric field m inus th is integral. T he a c tu a l field is expressed as a sum of th e modified sym m etric field plus th e m odified m ean field defined as h a lf th e sum of th e Ingoing an d outgoing fields plus th e in teg ral ju s t m en tio n ed . I t is proved th a t th e p a rt of th e stress ten so r o f th e field q u ad ratic in th e m odified sy m m etric field plays no p a rt in determ ining th e equations of m otion of th e p o in t p article. B eing co n served by itself, it can alw ays be su b tra c te d aw ay, th u s defining a new stress ten so r w hich is free from all th e highest singularities in th e u sual stress tensor. T he eq u atio n s of m o tio n of th e particle are shown to depend only on th e u sual 'm ixed te r m s ' in th e inflow w ith th e m odified m ean field su b stitu te d for th e ingoing field. T he fo rm u latio n for several p articles is given.
O n th e field s a n d e q u a tio n s o f m o tio n o f p o in t p a rtic le s
The different fields associated with point particles are investigated and certain general properties established from which results about the general form of the equations of motion of the point particles can be deduced. The investigation covers generalized wave fields* of all spin, the usual scalar and vector meson or generalized Maxwell fields being only particular cases. Similarly, the field producing properties of the point particle can also be treated with great generality, and the particle may possess a charge, dipole or higher multipole moment or any combination of these.
The retarded field is defined by the boundary condition that it vanishes at all points on and before an infinitely extended space-like surface. Usually this surface is taken to be in the infinitely distant past. The advanced field is correspondingly defined by the boundary condition th at it vanishes everywhere on and after an infinitely extended space-like surface which is usually taken to be in the infinitely distant future. Both these fields are unsymmetrical with respect to the past and the future by definition. They are both singular on the world line of the particle. In general theory it is more convenient to use two other fields derived from these, namely, the radiation field, defined as the retarded minus the advanced field, and the symmetric field, defined as half the sum of the retarded and advanced fields.
The radiation field changes its sign when the direction of the time axis is reversed, while the symmetric field is left unchanged.
The symmetric and radiation fields have important properties near the world line. The symmetric field is made up of a part consisting of terms depending on conditions at the retarded and advanced points on the world fine only, and a part composed of two integrals along the world line from minus infinity to the retarded point and from the advanced point to infinity respectively. The latter vanish for a specialized wave field (X -0). It is convenient to combine the latter in from minus infinity to plus infinity, and to add a compensating integral from the retarded to the advanced point to the first part of the symmetric field. The integral from minus infinity to plus infinity is now a finite, continuous and differentiable function of the field point even on the world fine of the particle, and satisfies the homogeneous generalized wave equation at all points of space. It is important for the theory to be developed here to introduce the modified symmetric field defined as the symmetric field minus the integral from minus to plus infinity just mentioned. The modified symmetric field contains all the singularities of the symmetric field, and its value at any point is independent of portions of the world fine lying in the past or future fight cones of the point. This is an important feature of the modified symmetric field which differentiates it from the symmetric field. Moreover, if from any point in space near the world fine we drop a perpendicular to the world fine, and call its length e, then it will be shown that the modified symmetric field can be expanded in an ascending series containing only odd powers of e, the highest singularity depending on the highest multipole possessed by the particle. This result has an important consequence in the form of the equations of motion of the point particle.
Dirac (1938) has already shown that the radiation field satisfying the Maxwell equations produced by a point charge is finite on the world fine. It will be proved in this paper quite generally that the radiation field and all its derivatives are always finite on the world fine for every type of point particle and every spin of the field. The radiation field and each of its derivatives can always be written as the sum of two parts, one containing terms depending on conditions at the retarded and advanced points only, and the other containing two integrals along the world fine. The former can always be expressed near the world fine as an ascending series in even powers of e only, starting with a term independent of e. For specialized wave fields (x = 0) the two integrals vanish and the whole radiation field then becomes expressible as a series in even powers of e.
The actual field at a point can be expressed, following Dirac, as follows:
actual field = retarded field + ingoing field = advanced field + outgoing field = symmetric field + mean field, where the mean field is defined as half the sum of the ingoing and outgoing fields. In view of the simple property of the modified symmetric field mentioned above, On the fields and equations of motion of point particles 251 which is not possessed by the symmetric field, it is important to split up the actual field as follows: actual field = modified symmetric field + modified mean field, where the modified mean field is defined as the mean field plus the integral from minus to plus infinity which was subtracted from the symmetric field. Since this integral is finite and continuous everywhere and satisfies the homogeneous general ized wave equation at all points, so also does the modified mean field. The stress tensor, which is a homogeneous quadratic expression in the field quantities, now falls into three parts, the first containing only the modified symmetric field, the second containing the modified symmetric and mean fields, and the third part only the modified mean field. It follows from the property of the symmetric field stated above that the first part of the energy tensor must be expressible near the world line as a series in even powers of e only. It will be shown to follow immediately from this th at the contribution of this part to the flow of energy and momentum into a thin tube of radius e surrounding the world line must be a series containing odd powers of e only. Now the theorem established in a previous paper (Bhabha & HarishChandra 1944) states that if the rate of inflow* be expressed in the vicinity of the world line in a series in powers of the radius of the tube then all the terms except the one independent of the radius of the tube must be identically perfect differentials. For brevity we shall refer to it as the inflow theorem. I t follows th at the part of the stress tensor, containing only the symmetric field contributes only perfect differ entials to the rate of the inflow of energy and momentum, which therefore have no effect on the equations of motion of the point particle. The same can be proved of the part containing only the modified mean field, which can in any case have no effect on the equations since it is non-singular. The only part of the energy tensor which determines the equation of motion of the particle is the mixed part. Since the mixed terms in the inflow are formally the same as those th at one would have if radiation reaction were neglected, with the only difference th at the modified mean field is written in place of the ingoing field, and can in general be derived from a Lagrangian, the process of finding the general equations for a point particle becomes very simple. One has merely to obtain the usual mixed terms in the inflow, and then substitute the mean field in place of the ingoing field. It will be shown by one of us (H.C.) in the paper which follows this that the form of the mixed terms in the inflow is completely determined by certain general considerations, and they can be written down in any given case without any calculation. Each of the three parts of the stress tensor mentioned above are conserved everywhere except on the world line,,and therefore it is possible to take as the new stress tensor for the field the original tensor minus the first part containing only the modified symmetric field. This removes all the worst singularities in the stress tensor.
H. J. Bhabha and Harish-Chandra
* T h is w o rd is u s e d in th e sa m e se n se a s in th e p a p e r m e n tio n e d . 
For every point xp near the world line a point called the * contemporary ' point with the proper time rc can be defined on it by the equation
The suffix c attached to a symbol will be used to denote that it refers to the con temporary point. Write
where e is real and positive. Then (^) = -2(w%)c = °» (4) so that the distance from the point x^ to a point on the world hne is stationary at the contemporary point, will be used to denote d/dx^. We note the following relations which will be required later:
The right-hand sides of all three equations are finite and continuous on the world line, and all higher derivatives of them also remain finite and continuous. The same is true of any positive even power of e, which can be differentiated an unlimited number of times without the higher derivatives becoming singular as e->0. On the contrary, the differentiation of an odd power of a sufficient number of times can certainly lead to a term singular as e-> 0. For example,
The retarded point on the world line associated with the point is defined as the point for which
with x° -z0(tv) > 0. The suffix r will be used to denote that the quantities refer to the retarded point. The advanced point is determined by the solution of the equation (6) for which x° -z°(Ta) < 0. The suffix a will be used to denote quantities refe to this point.
Let S , where the dots stand for any arbitrary number of tensor indices, be a tensor defined at all points of the world line and finite and continuous on it. It may be considered as a continuous function of r. Let ta be a fixed point on the world line. Then the field function defined by 254 H. J. Bhabha and Harish-Chandra
for Tr ^ tA and identically zero for rr < ta satisfies the generalized wave equation
at all points of space not on the world line. ^ is a constant characteristic of the field and Jx is the first order Bessel function. For later use we note th at the nth order Bessel function is defined by
Jn{u)
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The dots affixed to O stand for the same tensor indices as appear in Take a fixed point r c > ta on the world line and draw the two-dimensional surface around it generated by all points satisfying (2) and (3) with constant e. This surface forms a sphere around the point r c in the rest system of the point, th at is, in the Lorentz frame in which the velocity at the point has the components 1, 0, 0, 0. If we denote by dQ an element of solid angle subtended by an element of dimensional surface of the sphere at its centre at r c, then an element of the surface with its normal directed outwards and perpendicular to the world line is Given an arbitrary continuous function < }> of position inside the sphere expansible in a Taylor series about the point r c, then it can be shown easily th at
The expression (7) is completely and uniquely defined by the requirement th at it satisfies (a) the equation (8) at all points not on the world line, ( the limiting con dition (10) at the world line, and (c) the condition th a t it vanishes at all points on and prior to an infinite space-like surface passing through the point We shall call it the fundamental retarded solution. Usually the condition (c) is imposed on a surface in the infinitely distant past, i.e. ta -> -co, and we shall henceforth consider only this case.
All retarded solutions can be derived from (7) by inserting the appropriate tensors for $ , by differentiating with respect to the co-ordinates a certain number of times and by contraction of tensor indices with those of the differentiations. The tensors $ may have to satisfy different symmetry conditions in their indices in different cases, but this does not concern us here. For example, if the field under consideration is the scalar field, then the retarded potential for a point charge is simply given by Uret-= Oiet, (11a)
with S a scalar function on the world fine and gx a constant. The retarded potential for a dipole is V** m g9d*0 «*-t
where g2 is a constant and we have to write S" for $ in (7). S" gives the direction of the dipole moment. If the field under consideration is a vector meson field then the retarded potentials for a point charge are given by
where we now have to write a for $ . The corresponding retarded potentials for a dipole are
and $ has to be written for S . Every other tensor field moment for the particle can be treated correspondingly. The general retarded potentials for a point particle can therefore be written in the form
where the operator D denotes a sum of terms each one of which consists of a different number of differentiations of the fundamental solution (7) with appropriate tensors written for S , and contraction of indices. The dots written as suffixes to U denote a number of tensor indices and determine the spin of the field. The number of un contracted indices in all the terms must be the same as in U .
The function which is uniquely and completely defined by the three conditions that it (a) satisfies the equation (8) where D is the same operator as in (12 
S H * *
I t is convenient to introduce the modified fundamental radiation solution 0 'raddefined by
For later use we introduce explicitly the radiation solution for the specialized wave equation (^ = 0)
Let the field point x*1 be kept fixed for the moment. The value of u2 at a point r on the world fine can be expressed by a Taylor series in powers of 
The essential feature of equation (18a) is that the coefficient of At on the right is zero since the distance u from the point to the world line is stationary at and the coefficient of (/dr)2 is rational and tends to 1 as xfl approaches the world line. Taking the root of both sides of (18a) we get 
We get Arr by reversing the sign of e in (19), as follows directly from (186). Hence (ATr)n + (Zlra)n is expressible as a series in even powers of e only, while {Arr)n -(ATa)n is expressible as a series in odd powers of e. Similarly, expressing the value of k at the point r by a Taylor series in powers of At we get, using the last three of the equations (176), K = -{ l -K ' ) cAT + \Kn c{AT)2 + \{v2 + K'"){ATY+ ....
The essential feature of this series is again that the coefficient of At is rational and tends to 1 as e-> 0. It follows that K~n, where n is an integer, can be expanded as a series in ascending powers of At starting with the coefficients of the series being rational and non-singular functions of 6" and the particle variables at the contemporary point.
Any function of position on the world line expressible as a sum of terms con taining only positive integral powers of V1 and the particle variables at t, and positive or negative integral powers of k can therefore be expressed as a series in ascending powers of At the coefficients of which are rational and non-singular functions of 6" and the particle variables at re..If the highest negative power series commences with (At)-"1, thus All functions with which we have to deal in this paper satisfy the conditions laid down for / .
f^,T )= 2 AO'S t") ( A T , (21)
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The result (23) can be applied at once to (16c) to show it must be expressible as a series in even powers of e only. For the Maxwell field of a point charge this fact has already been noted by Dirac (1938). The series can have no negative powers of e since the greatest singularity in either of the terms on the right of (16c) is of the order e, and this cannot appear in the series since it is an odd power. Substituting the value of ra given by (19) into (20) 
where we have separated terms of different orders in e by a comma. Reversing the sign of e to obtain ($ //c)r we get
The specialized radiation solution (16c) is therefore finite as e-> 0. The two integrals on the right of (16a) remain finite as the point approaches the world fine since the integrands always remain finite on account of the well-known property of the Bessel function
which follows from (9). Hence the fundamental radiation solution given by (16a) of the generalized wave equation (8) is always finite on the world line. The same is also obviously true of the modified radiation solution (166). Since the right-hand side of (27) only contains even powers of e starting from zero with coefficients which are rational integral functions of and the particle variables, it follows from the equations (5) that all successive derivatives of this series with respect to can be series containing only positive even powers of e none of the coefficients of which are singular. All successive derivatives of the left-hand side of (27) therefore remain finite and unambiguous as the field point approaches the world line.
Further, by a well-known property of the Bessel function which can be deduced immediately from (9), we have, for fixed r, 
where C/fad-contains only the sum of terms taken at the retarded and the advanced points and is expressible as a series in even powers of e. It should be noted that £/rad. 2)[Oyad-] but contains additional terms like the first two on the right of (32). Now consider the fundamental symmetric solution Ofym* defined by
Writing (35) Osym-= £ '8ym--^ I*" S dr.
J -< x )" u (36)
Although u 2 is negative and u purely imaginary for points on the world line between rr and Ta, since Jn{yu)fun is a series in ascending powers of u 2 as shown by (9), the integrand of all the integrals is real at every point of the world line and varies con tinuously along it.
The first two terms on the right of (35) are of the general form (23) and must be expressible as a series in odd powers of e with rational integral coefficients. All derivatives of this part must have the same form, though they may be singular to a higher degree.
Similarly the integral in (35) can be expressed as a series in odd powers of e. For the value of the integrand at the point t can be expanded in a Taylor series. Denoting the integrand by i(r) for brevity, and writing = r -r c as before,
(9) shows th at i i s an ascending series in positive powers of All deriva with respect to r remain series in positive powers of u2, and hence every coefficient (dni/dTn)c is a series in positive powers of e2. On integration we get
i ? (T)rfT=i « (^T y ! © c {(zlTo)"+^(jT')n+1}-
As proved earlier, each term in curly brackets is a series in odd powers of e only. The series on the right of (37) must therefore be expressible as an ascending series in odd powers of e the coefficients of which are non-singular and integral functions of the variables at the contemporary point. Hence, in the neighbourhood of the world line 0 'sym-can be expressed as an ascending series in odd powers of e. (For the Maxwell field of a point charge this fact has also been noted by Dirac (1938) .) I t is singular on the world line. I t follows by using (5) th a t 0 'fym-and all its successive derivatives are also and always expressible as ascending series in odd powers of e, each having a higher singularity than the previous one.
The integrand of the integral in (36) is continuous along the world line. Hence it follows from (30) th at the integral and all its derivatives are finite even on the world line. Further 
since the Bessel function satisfies just the equation obtained by putting the integrand equal to zero. Hence it follows from (36) th at satisfies equation (8) at all points of space not on the world line, and condition (10) on it. All its derivatives therefore also satisfy equation (8) 
The equations of motion
Certain general results about the form of the equations of motion of the point particles can be deduced at once from the properties of the radiation and symmetric fields established above. The equations of motion of the point particle are obtained by using the stress tensor of the field to calculate the flow of energy and momentum into a thin tube surrounding the world line. The inflow along an infinitesimal length of the tube must then be put equal to a perfect differential for conservation of energy and momentum, and this provides the equation of motion of the point particle.
Let the tube be defined by Ifi/1 = -e2 with constant e dimensional surface of this tube with its normal directed outwards is given by 
The equations of translational motion are then given by putting
where A is some function of the variables describing the state of the particle and the field at the point r and their derivatives.
The stress tensor T is a homogeneous quadratic expression in the potentials and the field strengths which are linear derivatives of them. We denote by j?^,(CM , U f) the more general expression that is obtained from it containing two independent fields U fm and U f by replacing one U in each term by U f and the other by and then making the expression symmetric in and U f . The resulting expression is thus linear in U f% and U f separately and quadratic in the two. The original is just T^U " , U ) in this notation. For example, the stress tensor for the generalized Maxwell field is ®up @v + btfiv ®p<r ®P < T + X2( \g^v Up Up), the field strengths G^being derivatives of the potentials TJ^. Then, 
where T***-
and rp'mefm = f c y tf'mean mean) ^e( 1 _ *')
Since jj'sym. and its derivatives can be expressed near the world fine as series in odd powers of e only, it follows that T/w(t/[sym-, is a series in even powers of e only. As far as the integration with respect to dQ is concerned, e is a constant, and the only quantities which vary are lv and terms containing it like k'c = lvvv, k"c = lvvv, etc. The integral of a product of say s factors lvlp ... van odd, and gives e8 multiplied by a constant if s is even. Hence, as a result of the factor e which appears explicitly in (43) and (48), j g a s e r j e s j n 0dd powers of e only, the coefficients of which are just functions of the particle variables on the world line at the point re. The inflow theorem (Bhabha & Harish-Chandra 1944) states that if the rate of inflow be expanded in a series in powers of e, the coefficients of all the terms except the one independent of e must be perfect differentials. being a series in odd powers of e has no such term independent of e, and hence must be identically a perfect differential. It has also been proved that the inflow through two tubes of different shape can only differ by a perfect differential. therefore plays no part in the equations of motion since it can always be eliminated by adding an identical term in A . Thus the part symmetric field contributes nothing to the equations of motion.
Since £7'mean is a continuous and non-singular function at all points, y^mean must tend to zero as e->0 and hence it cannot contain any term independent of e. Ob viously, it can play no part in the equations of motion. It also follows from the inflow theorem that T^mean is identically a perfect differential. This can be easily verified by direct calculation.
The only significant contribution to the right-hand side of (45) comes from the terms in p'mix. independent of e, which we denote by The equation of motion must therefore be of the form i , = [ r^] 0.
(si)
We note that the right-hand side of (51) can only contain f/'" ean and its derivatives multiplied by functions of the particle variables at the point r, and is linear in them. Another proof of this result which does not depend on an expansion of the symmetric field in powers of e is given below. For a point charge and a dipole the highest singularity in is of the order e-2. Since the integration over dQ of a function multiplied by the factor (43) gives at least a factor e3, no term containing U'mean can appear in the equations. The equations only contain the field strength 6r'_mean and its derivatives, 'fhis result is quite general and true also for higher multipoles, as is proved by one of us (H.C.) in the paper which follows this.
Since jj'mean contains an integral from -oo to oo it might appear as if the motion of the particle at rc depended not only on the motion of the particle in the past, but also in the future. Using (42), (40) 
which clearly shows that the motion only depends on the actual motion of the particle at tc and in the past. It is reasonable to interpret |( U?ad,)c as the field giving the effects of radiation reaction, and the last integral as an addition to the ingoing field due to the particle's own motion in the past. It has already been mentioned that £7fad-is not just D[Ofad<] but contains in addition the terms which result from the differentiation of rr and ra in (16a) with respect to as, for example, the first two terms on the right of (32).
We also note that
The last term is continuous everywhere. Hence
On the fields and equations of motion of point particles
This gives precisely the mixed terms calculated in the previous papers with £/'rnean substituted in place of the which appeared in them. The process of finding the actual equations of motion therefore becomes very simple. We merely calculate the term independent of e in the inflow using the mixed part of the stress tensor, and then substitute £/' mean given by (52), in place of The only part of the calculation which is at all cumbersome is the evaluation of required in (52). A convenient way of calculating this part is given by Harish-Chandra in the paper which follows this.
The general results established above hold also for the rotational equations. To calculate these use has to be made of the angular momentum tensor MX/lv instead of the stress tensor. Since
we see at once th at precisely the same arguments hold as before and the same result follows. Using (51) we have 
<58>
We give an alternative proof of (51) which depends upon the symmetry existing between the retarded and the advanced points. This method of proof avoids the necessity of expanding the various quantities involved in series and therefore has the advantage of compactness. The retarded and advanced points are defined by (6) and indeed r r is that solution of (6) for which 0 and r a th at solution for which ( u0)a < 0. It is clear therefore th at in every equation which does not explicitly utilize the condition ( u0)r > 0 or (u0)a < 0 we can always replace by because whatever holds for r r would also hold for r a and conversely. In particular this symmetry is exhibited in differentiation: 
UB Jd"KadQa=TIHU±, 
For calculating T^(^7'®ym•, ?7'.8 .yIn•) and T%( U '8JTa', 8ym ")we have to put U f = Uf" = C7'sym-in (62). Since f7'8ym' is antisymmetric in a and r it follows that 7T /iV (J7'®yn|;, Uy™-) is symmetric in a and r. Thus it is easy to see from (62) that if we interchange* a and r in the calculation of T^((7'sym', C/'sym,)weget C/'syin-).
But C7'8ym-)]0 is independent of e and is a function only of the particle variables at r sp that the interchange of a and does not affect it. Therefore on subtracting (64) from (63) we get U f l o -U S l o = 2 (
The left side being the difference between the rates of inflow on two tubes is a perfect differential and therefore so also is the right side. From this (51) follows immediately. Since C7'sym-satisfies the wave equation (8) at all points not on the world line, it follows th at dvTllv{ u y m-, = o, except on the world line. We can therefore take for the modified stress tensor of the field, T' T^-T^u y y uy™ -)
